Term 3 Overview

**English**

**Spelling:** Fortnightly word list/Dictation.
- Yr3: Commonly used words, Final old/ind, Final ice/ace, Final igh/dge/tch, Compound words.
- Yr4: Contractions, Final el/le, prefixes out/ un/ over and under, suffixes ly/less/ ness, Final pt/ lt/ and ft.
  
  Superspell lists.

**Handwriting:** Link Script; Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr, Ss

**Writing:** Narratives

**Grammar/Punctuation:** Parts of Speech, Sentences/Paragraphs.

**Reading:** Weekly borrowing, Guided Reading, Poetry, Book Reviews.

**Maths**

**Number and Algebra**

Recall multiplication facts.

Number patterns by exploring patterns in multiplication.

Make connections between fractions and decimal notation.

**Measurement and Geometry**

Create and interpret grid maps to show position/ Measure and compare units in capacity.

**Statistics and Probability**

Chance and Data: graphing/Data collection/identifying data

**Science**

Melting Moments
HASS

Civics and Citizenship
Differences between rules and laws/The importance of Democracy.

Geography
Location of Australia's neighbouring countries/the importance of environments.

Health and Physical Education
Fitness Activities, Premier’s Be Active, Games, skipping.

Arts
Drama: Play performance, The Classification of Animals.

Music: singing/listening to different styles/creating movement/counting the beat

Visual Art; Drawing / constructing/designing, items for show bag.

Design and Technology

Digital Technology; Using ipads, class/resource centre computers/digital cameras.

Homework
Students are responsible for organising their own homework this term.
They must read a book of their choice during the week then choose an activity to do about the book.
They must work on their literacy/numeracy goals. They can choose 1 or more activities listed in their term 3 homework folder to help them.
Students may also practise their part(s) in the play, The Classification of Animals.

Class news:
Our class play, The Classification of Animals will be presented later in the term. Information about times and the date of the performance will be sent out soon. There will be two performances. One at 9.30am and one at 11.30am.
Assemblies will now be every second Friday at 2.30pm. Room 12 will be presenting the assembly in week six this term.